
Erica Choi/ 
 

Digital Art Director and Designer

1/ 
HL05B/ 

Eric Roinestad/ 2017 
The Future Perfect

Erica Choi is a NYC-based Digital Art

Director and Designer in the luxury retail

space, as well as Founder of Egg Canvas,

a visual journal conveying an array of

lifestyle stories spanning fashion, beauty,

hospitality, and travel. @eggcanvas

"Eric Roinestad's whitewashed vessels

are modern, but feels like a blast from the

past. This carefully hand-crafted ceramic

lamp is absolutely beautiful as the

aesthetics come from a combination of his

current home of Southern California and

the artist's Scandinavian heritage." 
 

2/ 
Sofa Composition/  
Albert Frey/ 1949/ 

CONVERSO

3/ 
Ocean Memories Circular Low Table

XXL/ Mathieu Lehanneur/ 2017 
Carpenters Workshop Gallery

"I have a special spot in my heart for

mobiles, and this one is so unique,

immersive, and playful. Lindsey

Adelman's "kinetic cabinet of curiosities"

has me staring in wonder at the different

parts that all work so cohesively together,

all whilst playing with your imagination." 
 
 

"I have an obsession with black marble

nowadays, as it offers such a subtle

mysteriousness. That mystique is so well

communicated in this table and Mathieu's

Ocean Memories series. The use of the

material and creation of the textures that

mimic the movement of waves is

astounding."

Virgil Abloh/ 
 

Architect, Creative Director, Designer

1/ 
Lounge chair/ 

Krueck + Sexton/ 1985 
Volume Gallery

Virgil Abloh is an architect, creative

director and designer. After studying civil

engineering and architecture, Abloh

became creative director for Kanye West

and has over the years collaborated with

multiple artists like Nick Knight, Kim

Jones, Takashi Murakami, Olivier

Rousteing, and George Condo.

 @virgilabloh 
 

"Krueck + Sexton are important architects

and the work that Volume Gallery has

done to profile their history of work is

important."

2/ 
Yantra/ 

Ettore Sottsass/ 1969 
Friedman Benda

3/ 
S34 chair/ 

Pierre Chapo/ 1973 
Magen H Gallery
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"Sottsass is a brilliant mind that spans a
vast range of importance in the
contemporary design language that
resonates most with me." 
 

"This chair is simply beautiful."

Pari Ehsan/ 
 

Creator, Pari Dust

1/ 
MR10 chair/ 

Mies van der Rohe/ 1923 
Galerie VIVID

Pari Ehsan is the creator behind Pari
Dust. An architect by trade, Pari
explores new ways to combine the
elements of our visual world, offering
windows into contemporary art,
fashion, and the built environment.
@paridust

"Mies van der Rohe’s cantilever chair is an
icon of modernist design. The enamoring
elegance of this piece has added intrigue
in this unique finish combination of red
painted steel contrasted with the natural
woven-cane seat and back." 
 

2/ 
Chaines/ Ronan & Erwan 

Bouroullec/ 2016 
Galerie kreo

3/ 
“Baby-Lonia” Educational 
Sculpture/ Studio 65/ 1986 

R & Company

"Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec cross
mediums fluidly and with invention.
Chaines is imagined as a modular
installation/screen which seems almost
alive in its awareness of context, in this
lies its distinction." 
 

"A genius over dimensioned construction
toy as domestic sculpture born from the
Italian Radical Design movement of the
60’s and 70’s. A fantasy for all at any age."

Jenny Lopez/ 
 

Model, Producer, Influencer,
Fashionista, Blogger

1/ 
Femten chair/ 
Ian Stell/ 2016 
Patrick Parrish

Jenny is a model, producer, influencer,
fashionista, blogger and mom of three-
year-old son and Golden retriever. She
has a passion for art, she finds beauty in
unique pieces that tell a story or that are
able to create an impact. 
@lopezjennylopez 
 

"This chair hits the perfect pantone, I’m
currently obsessed with all things
Aqua." 
 

2/ 
Brass necklace/ 

Alexander Calder/ 1940 
Louisa Guinness Gallery

3/ 
Chair, from a series of eight/ 

Jacques Quinet/ 1960 
Lebreton



"Accessories are always a great
conversation piece, love the execution,
each piece grows perfectly to create that
oval shape." 
 

"Love the retro feel"

David Fischer/ 
 

CEO Highsnobiety

1/ 
Cowhide armchair/ 

Charlotte Perriand/ 1950 
LAFFANOUR - Galerie Downtown

David Fischer founded Highsnobiety in

2005, while studying Business

Administration at the University of Zurich.

What started as a passion blog, grew over

the last decade into one of the most

influential global translators of culture to a

style conscious and connected young

male audience. @highsnobietydesign 
 

"I am a big fan of Le Corbusier and Pierre
Jeanneret and therefore I naturally also
like the work of Perriand a lot. The
functionality of the chair paired with its
unique cowhide design is beautiful."

2/ 
Suite of black walnut furniture/ 

George Nakashima/ 1952 
Todd Merrill Studio

3/ 
Sovraposizioni/ 

Gianni Pettena/ 1985 
Erastudio Apartment Gallery

"Nakashima is a true icon when it comes
to wooden furniture in the 50s. Beautiful
work here!"

"Unilke anything I have seen before, very
special and truly unique with its stark
contrast of stone and scenery." 
 

Jeanne Grey/ 
 

Stylist, Model, Brand Ambassador,
Product Influencer

1/ 
The Edge of What We Know/ 

Lindsey Adelman/ 2017 
Lindsey Adelman

Jeanne is highly regarded in the world of

fashion, digital and social media as she

collaborates with brands as a stylist,

model, brand ambassador and product

influencer. She is well known to break the

rules of fashion, blurring out lines in

between what is men’s fashion and

women’s. @thegreylayers 
 

"This installation is the most interactive-
the fact that you can spend all day trying
to figure out how and why the pieces are
connected is quite exciting."

2/ 
Dawn VII & VIII/  

Sabine Marcelis/ 2015 
Victor Hunt Designart Dealer

3/ 
Untitled/ 

Glampaola Babetto/ 2017 
Galleria Antonella Villanova



"The effect of wonder and awe is almost
calming. I cannot wait to stand in front of
it and have a moment of meditation."

"Fashion is my favorite artistic outlet and
seeing creative and innovative ways
artists push fashion is always exciting to
see. These two pieces are made decades
apart yet the same modern woman can
wear it today." 
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